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Weapons ana Commercial Plutonium Ultimate Disposition
Destroy “Completely” or Store “Forever”*

Choices---

Charles D. Bowman
Abstract
All of the options under consideration for weapons and commercial plutonium
disposition ultimately boil down to the choices of either “complete” destruction or storage
“fot-ever.” None of the reactor-based plutonium burning systems demonstrated over the
past 50 years of reaetor development consume this material completely. Ultimately
considerable unburned plutonium must be stord “forever” from thoses ys~ms- Plutonium
is cofisidemd to be dangerous both as a weapons material and as a health hazard. While
properly stored plutonium might never make its way back by natural phenomena into the
environment as a health hazard, stored plutonium is always accessible to nscovery for
malevolent purposes. It must be guarded wherever in the world it is stored for as long as it
continues to exh Complete destruction of the plutonium eliminates this material as L
concern of futwe generations. Los Alamos National I.Aomtory accelerator-driven
technology promises to allow safe and complete destruction of this material. Furthermore it
appears that in tbe prccess of destruction the neutron rich features of the weapons
plutonium provides benefits to society that place a value on weapons plutonium exceeding
that of highly enriched uranium. A realistic time scale for development and deployment of
burial technology either with or without partial burning in reactors is expected to be
comparable with or to exceed the time for development and deployment of the acceleratordriven destruction method under study at Los Alarnos.
I. Introduction
The reduction of nuclear weapons stoekpi.les now underway in the U. S. and
Russia has driven recent concern about the future disposition of weapons plutonium (WPu) and also plutonium in the spent fuel from commercial nuclear power production (CPu). In the course of dealing with the nuclear explosion hazard of W-Pu, it has become
clear that C-Pu also can be used in nuclear weapons. The amounts of these materials are
shown in Fig. 1. The U. S. and Russia each have produced about 100 tons of W-F%.
This amount is dwarfed by the 930 tonnes already produced in the world’s commercial
nuclear power program which is growing at the rate of about 50-75 tons annwdlyl.
Scientists participating m the recent NAS studyz of plutonium disposition report that
nuclear weapons with yields in the 1-2 kiloton range can be made with a modest amount of
this material. If we were to take the amount required for such nuclear weapon construction
to be 20 kilograms, the plutonium presently accumulated from commercial nuclear power
production is sufficient for the construction of ii’: million of these devicus.
Nevertheless the greatest immediate concern is naturally directed to W-PU.
Completing with high priofity the contemplated phase of weapons dismantlement, storage,
and accounting probably can be readily agreed upon by all parties. However the Llitiative
to move as quickly as possible after modification such L. ptiial bum-up as MOX fuel
solely to gecdogiu storage, which appears to be presently dominant in U. S. policy
development, is a pdth with substantial risk. An argument given for .gcologic storage is thm
international conditions demand that a quickly implemen(cd means of gcuing this matw-kd
into temporarily safe and inaccessible storage should dominak our poliuy2. This policy
assumes that if the immediately expedient means 01’disposition Lurns[jut m lx
untiesircablc, the material can bc recovcrtx.!am! disposed 01 by o[hcr mcuns.

lli.s approach mmi.nds one of the somewhat similar situation of thirty years ago
when overriding intemationa.1concerns demanded weapons material production without
accompanying consideration of long-term environmental impacts. This led to situations
such as the Hanford tank field, or large scale contamination of Russian productiot~sites
which could be dealt with by future generations if necessq. We clearly underedmkd
how difficult the mqukd corredve measums would be for this temporary solution. The
concern about Russian W-PU, particularly in view of the political and economic uncertainty
there, is driving us to consider only underground storage as a serious technology for our
generation. If this doesn’t work OULthe problem can be solved by future generations.
Admittedly this compmison does not do justice to the deliberate pace and detailed studies
which have already gone into the geologic storage option. However such studies will
iz!ways have a highly uncertain component in them. The primary focus only on W-PU
dispositio~~options that ultimately requwe geologic storage should be a matter of concern.
For example, in cme recove~ is necessary, have the safety issues and costs been carefully
enough evaluated?
Storage “forever” carries with it the obligation of vigilance “forever.” “Complete”
destruction of the plutonium would solve the problem completely md fo~ver. Technology
which promises to allow the nearly complete destruction (reduction by a factor of 1000 or
better) of both W-Pu or C-PU is under development at the Los AkrIos National
Laboratory. The technology is based on the merger of high power accelerator technolc~gy
with reactor technology, both developed over the past fifty years. The transmutation
technology allows a depamre from the continuous chain reaction, which characterizes all
reactor types, to a declying chain which can absolutely eliminate the po.s--ibilityof a
runaway chain reaction. In additim the accelerator supplements the neutrons, which in a
reactor are available only from fission, to en:ible operating characteristics and performance
which are impossible to achieve with reactor technology. Because reactor and accelerator
technology are bth mature having been invented at about the same time and pursued
aggressively ever since, the successful merging of these should not be a daunting and
therefore distant prospect. The Los Alamos technology for destruction of material of
potential use for nuclear wea~ons is aimed at the following three objectives:
* me des~ction of the plutonium and the higher actinide and long-lived fission produc[
from commercial nuclear waste such that engineered storage is practical for the waste
remnanL
* The production of nuclear energy from thorium so as to eliminate the production of nearly
all of the plutonium and other higher actinides, to destroy the smallamount of actinide
produced, and to destroy the long-lived fission product as well so that there is no long-term
high-level waste stream requiring geologic storage.
* The use of the excess neutrons from fission of W-PU and HEU in both of the above
systems to improve their neutronic performance and to thereby create a large posilive value
for these mabxkls which will assure a strong economic drive behind their destruction and
careful guarding until their destruction is completed.
Our accelerator-driven technology is expected to accomplish [hcsc objectives
without the requirement of geologic storage Facilities for the sytems’ waslc streams, with
transparently safe technology, with greatly incrwcd non-prolifcra[ion fcalurcs, with a
closed fuel cycle, and without dw complex infrasumcturc of the current nuclear power
production system. The parameter space of combined reactor and accelerator uxhnology
has been carefully cxaminwl over [he past three years at Los Alamos. Wc have sclccux.ithe
proton Iinac accclcmlor [cchnology, which has been demonstrwcd at Los Alamos over [hc

past 20 years at LAMPF, and dw molten salt liquid fuel maetor technology developed at
Oak Ridge National IAmratory aml demonstrated in the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment
which operated at ORNL for four years. Our program plan is to cons(ruct a subcritical
molten salt iiquid fuel re-actor-likefiieility at Los Alamos driven by LAMPF to demonstrate
the sutees.sful integration of these Iwo technologies. The existing LAMPF aeelerator could
drive the system at a fission power level up to 30 MWt in a system which could be brought
on line at full power in abou~ four years*. ‘The demonstrated ‘perfonnanee and tests
possible with this facility should allow the construction of an industrial-seaie module
operating at alxmt 500 MWt about 8-10 years from now. It will & shown below that the
time scale for developrnen~ deploymen~ and for complete destruction of W-PU and C-PUis
comparable with that for completion of any geologic stonage approach for this material.
II. The Los Alamos Transmutation System
The Los Alamos transmutation ~ystems is direaed reward the ultimate objemives of
(1) production of unlimited pwer from thorium in a subcritical system without a long-term
high-level waste stream and (2) the destruction of both the higher aetinide and fission
product components in commercial spent fuel so that engineered storage for the remnant
waste is acceptable. Reprocessing is not required for either cm e. It is not required for the
thorium system because only 23% and a small amount of 238Uare fed to the system. For
the spent fuel problem the plutonium is never separated from tie other Iigher aetinides or
tie f~ion product; material useful for weapons is never produced. Neither of tte above
objwtives ean be achieved with any type of reactor because of the insufficient number of
exeess neutrons available in reaetors for the transmutation process. The accelerator
supplements the neutron economy so that the waste destruction objectives can be realized.
In addition the system can operate effwtively as a subcritical system so that an easily
controlled decaying chain reaction is practical as opposed to the continuous chain of
reactors, which is much more difficult to control.
The system for destruct-ion of commercial waste is shown iIi Fig. 2. A proton
accelerator provides beam to a target for neutron production. The targel is surrounded by a
blanket containing fissile and fertile matmial where fission power is generated using a
deeaying (subcritical) chain reaction and where the long-lived fission product and higher
aetinide components of the commercial nuclear waste are transmuted. The material to be
fissioned is in the folm of a flumide s~l which is dissolved in a molten salt carrier
consisting of a nearly eutectic mixture of 7LiF and BeFz. The heat from the fission is
deposited in the molten salt which flows through an internal hcai exchanger to deliver heat
to a swondary coolant loop. This seeondary loop carries the heat to a steam generator for
of lhis electric power must be used to power the
electric power production. About 20 ‘%0
aueelsrator. The remainder can be fed to the grid to be sold to consumers. Owing to the
high operating temperature of the salt, the system has a high efficiency of about 44 % for
converting heat to electric power. A s!ip-sh-camfor the salt allow~ the salt to be
continuously cleansed of fission product and for continuous feeding of the materizi to be
wmsmuted. Commercial spent fuel is prepared for mansmutation by first a chlorination
processs which removes the zirconium cladding by convcrtmg it to volatiie ZrC4, Tk
volatilization removes the fuel containment and relcmes tie fuel and fission product as
oxide rubble. This material is then fluorina(cds w that evcrytiing remaining is convcrtcd [()
fluoride, The main constituent at this point is uranium which is released as volatile UF~
leaving all of tie other material in tllc form of fluoride salt. This actiniclc and li~sion
product salt remnanl from the spent Iucl as.semblics is dissolvwl in lhc cw-rkr salt und ltid
into Lhcmnsmu[cr through u low flow-rate slip smcum (ilbt)ul 10 kg/&.tyI.(.Nu .W)(N)MW(

-

system.) It is important to note that plutonium is never separated from other higher
actinides or fission products, so that it never is in a form suitable for use in weapons.
The slip sueam into which the waste is fed also passes through an on-line
processing system which separates the salt into a waste stream of fwion products nearly
free of actiNde and rmother which is returned to the transmute containing actinide and
came fission product. l%emfo~ actinide and f~ion product aie fed into the system; al’
actinide is fwsioned in the system; but no actinide is removal. The fission product exit
stream is divided inc %ng-lived and short-lived components. Key long-lived constituents
with half lives gnzater man 30 years are separated and fed back into the system in the form
of soiid fuel assemblies where they am transmuted by neutron capure to stable or short
lived species. Other innocous species maybe encapsulated for disposal. As shown in Fig.
2, the short-livel waste from the system after a suitable cooiing period may go to nearsurface storage meeting low level waste criteriw the nuclei *37CSand ‘Sr can go to
engineered storage. Engineered storage implies containers which are capable of confining
the waste over the seveml hundred year period required for the waste to decay to innocous
levels. Since no dangerous long-term high-level waste leaves this system, there should be
no requirement for geologic storage of such wastes. The near-surface and engineered
storage might be located on the same site as the transmute. Them are no plutonium or
other higher actinide in the wa..te except for very small remnants (c U1OOO)because they all
are burned internally.
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The cost for accelerator-driven transmutation has not been cmefully evaluated, but it
appears that tbe costs for this process could be acceptable. Certainly the accelerator, the
front-end partitioning, the back-end f~sion product removal, and engineered storage add to
the cGsts for production of power by conventional reactors. However, the overall electrical
efficiency of the system is at least as good as that of conventional reactors even taking into
account the power consumed by the accelerator. Furthermore the net total amual
production of power for the grid could be significantly higher than for a reactor because
there is no down-time requirement for refueling with a continuously fuele~. ~’stem. AJSO
there are no costs for fuel, control rods, fuel fabmation, fuel reprocessing,
i
refabrication or geologic waste storage. It would be helpful if the costs cov ‘w reduced
still further by the reduction of the accelerator size. This is where W-1% ar ~X can play
a high-value role.
The primary role of the accelerator is tu supplement the neutrons from fission so
that the transmutation becomes practical. However, W-1% and HEU also are very effective
sources of neutrons, which is partly why they are especially effective nuclear weapons
materials. By feeding either of these materials into the system, the size of the accelerator
can be significantly reduced. Accelerator curmt can be reduced in proportion to the
amount of weapons material added and fksioned. This situation has been analyzed and it is
foundb that the value of the weapons matmial in terms of the reduction in acceleratorsize is
about $0.25 million per kilogram, which is about ten times the value of HEU if diluted for
LWR fuelz. The W-Pu has a value about 20% greater than that for HEU because of its
more favorable neutronic properties. Of course the accelerator-driven svstem would not
pay a cost this high for W-Pu since it could just as cheanly derive the rv.mtronsfrom the
accelerator at a purchase price of $0.25 rnillim per kilog,raln. Howe vei at the present price
of these materials, using them would have a substan h? beneficial impact on the cost of
w@e transmutation.
It has been argued that this pricing approach for HEl_.1and W-PU is not valid
because the cosf.sare detived for a commcruial waste transmutation systcm which is

uneconomic anyway. We believe that even without the use of the weapons materials that
the cost of the electricity production would not be not more than about 20 % higher than for
conventional production,. The consumer’s bill ‘herefcre would be about 10-15 % higher
than for pnxnt electric power. The burning of weapons material in t!!ese systems would
reduce the accelerator current by a factor of two to three with a sign~lcant reduetion m
costs. If our estimates of the costs are approximately eorroct, the price which could be paid
for weapons material should be substantially larger than the present value of about
$25,000/’kilogram.
bother argument which might be made against high W-PU value is that with the
enormous amount of these weapons materials, one small-demand high-value use would
still not significantly influenee the value of the large inventory of these materiaLs. However
there is hardly enough of this material in the U. S. and Russia to use for the destruction of
all of the spent fuel which has accumulated in the world. The demand of this technology
for W-PU and HEU would therefore set the price of HEU at a signiilcantly higher value
than can now be payed for HEU diluted to the LEU 2S5Uenrichment level.
A further argument against high W-PU value is that the cost is not set by demand
I-ut by the cost of continued HEU production which is about $25,000 per kilogram.
Enrichment facilities could meet demand no matter how large. Therefore the price of these
materials never will rise above $25,000/kilogram. This is unly true if the world’s
enrichment facilities are allowed to continue production of HEU instead of LEU. In fact if
the move toward major nxiuctions in stockpiles is real, it is inconsistent with that objective
:0 allow continued production of HEU anywhere in the world. It is hard to predict how
high the value of HEU and W-PU might Le under the following conditions: ‘,1)a use
enabling elimination of the world-wide commercial plutonium inventory, (2) a use
delivering electric power from waste destruction at competitive prices, (’) a use that
required all of the W-PU and HEU, and (4) curtailment of further production of these
neutron-rich matuxials.
But there is another use for this material as well in the similar system mentioned in
the introduction which is designed for power production from thorit~.mg~7
with concurrent
tm.nsmutation of all actinide and lcmg-lived iission product. The eeonomic situation for the
thorium systems, which is technically easier and more nearly capable of generating electric
power at competitive costs than the commercial waste bu..~er described above, can be
further enhanced with the bwning of W-PU and HEU. These weapons materials also can
be used to great advantage in start-up of these systems which initially are otherwise fueled
only with ‘2szTh+
Thetefore the need(1) to destroy commercial phi’.oniumand (2) to provide society
with a safe. ecormmic,al,and nearly waste-frw er,crgy source could drive the pricing of WI% and HEU. The reservation of these materials for beneficial high-value use within the
lifetime of most of our population should be considered. We muint( ,%that fhere is no ot)ier
nwans of destroying commercial plutonium and the other almgerous species from >-e~xctor
spent fuel than with supplemental neutrons provided either by the acc%ele~”ztor
or by these
weapori muteriuls.
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Tlw only other option for W-PUis burial “forever” even though t.hcmaterial may be
fussed with beforv it is buried. This fussing might t~kc the form of vitrification of the WPu, or vitrifying it with high-level radioactive defense waste, or burning it ASMOX. Each
of thsse must bc followed by geologic conlincmcnt. If any of these options were adopted,
the governments owning this mwcrial would have to puy considcriibl y for these produrcs

and would still be facxxlwith “everhsting”concern srd liability fix ‘Aesafety of this buried
material. l-ftlw near-teml and mletively inexpensive transmutation studies advocated at rms
Alsmos confirmed k viability of the propod tmnsrnutation technology, the owner
governments would have as an option the possibility for sale of tlwir plutonium at high
value for win the elimination of spent fuel plutonium (no other mattxial can prfom this
fumtion). Along the way a technology almost cataidy would have ken demonstrated
which gemxates “unlimited” nuclear energy without tlw production of material which can
be used in nuclear weapons and without z waste sbearn which must be stored “forever.”
Advocates of buriai-ss-soon-as-possibk would not mxd to & grtatly concerned
alxmt the safe storage of this matezialafterthe transmutationtechnology has km
demonstrated. For any dangerousmaierialwith wwlh.kss or negative vale carefully
managed storage is an onerous responsibility which must be promoted by moral appeals,
inspections, international pressure, etc. If the matmial, owing to advanced technology,
takes on a large positivs value, no such extemd motivation factors m RX@md. We
wiUinf@yp~tect our prociovs things anti insure them as wel If these applications
Ultima-mlywere to set a price of $lCN),000per kilo ram, the value of the world’s 2(M)tons
of W-PU and 2fM0tons of HEU would total about i 220 billion. TIE management of
plutonium is thexefore simpl.illed mainly to monitoring transfers of material. 77Mmost
e#_ectivenear tennpmgram 10assure the sufe management and accounting of W-Pu (and an
accurate and complete inventory) could be the early co@nation of the new technology
upon which the expected high positive value of the nwterial is Ixzsed As owners of this
nuzteri4 it is ih the best interest of hh the U.S and Russiato cooperate in the research to
turn this sow’s ear into a sifkpurse at the earfiest possible dzte.

Ill. Mythology Disparaging Plutonium Disposition by Destruction
Even within the short period since si~.ri.i.flcant
weapons stockpile reductions have
become a realistic posslil.ity, mythology aheady has been m’~li.shed which inb~bits
decision-makirg on the destruction option for plutonium disposition. We address several
of these myths below.
Reprocessing is essential for destroying commerical plutonium.
The real issue here is whether the processing mmlts in the extraction of pure
plutonium from spent fuel which could be directly used as weapons material. For
plutonium recycle in the MOX context and for burning in fast reacto~ pure plutorjwn
must be extrwcd. For the transmutation system under development at Los Alamos, pr.
plutonium is not Rqu.imd. ‘he first step in preparing s~nt fuel for transmutation is the
removal of the Arconium cladding probably by chlorination. The next step is fluorination
of all of the remaining oxide rubble to fluoride with the concurrent removal of the volatile
~6. me remaking material including the p]utonhun, other
. higher actinide and fission
products is fed i.ntuthe fransrnuter.~
. Weapons material is
therefore never produced.
The vaiue of W-PU always is negative
Pm of the argument advanced by those who wish to rush to disposal is that the
material will always have a negative value so that the is no need to hold this material for
fututi substantial beneficial we. They use the argument that the only value is in the 200
MeV of energy released per fission. This posiuon does not take into account the value of
W-I% which derives from its newron-rich f6ature, which as described above is part of the
mason it is good weapons material.
U.S plutonium burning policy can be defined irrespective of Russian plans.
The U.S can proceed prompdy with a plutonium disposition policy such as near
erm burial but such a policy will be stopped cold if tie Russians proceed diffcmrtiy at a
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slower pace. Who believes that the U. S. Congress will allow plutonium to be m.arly
imetrievably b~id if the Russians holu on to h material for maximumsocietal beneih?
The dispcktion of plutoniummust he pursuedin lock step with Russia. Russia appears to
CW IIWshots in fhis reganl. ‘Therefore U.S. ians shouid be strongly influenced by the
Russian position on plutoniumdisposition. i Russia believes that tiis material has high
value and the U. S. has no convincing basis for proving othewise, the U.S. policy should
be to pursm a diqmsition policy which allows this possibly high vaiue to be coniirmed and
then extracted in tiw plutoniumdewrucrkn process. It would be foolish for tk U. S.
simply to declare the material to be less than useless and to pursu an immediate buriai
programwhich wili be abtmtedas soon as the U. S. attemptsto putthe f- plutoniuminto
the ground.
The value of weapons plutonium is not a factor in establishing protection
policy.
We already have made the point above that protecting negarive vak material is a
burdem high positiv~va!ue material has much belter incentives for protection without
persuasion fonx, or regulation. The development of b ne3r-term high positive value
uses for W-I% advocaed here could have mote impacton safe stotage thanany measures
enfomed by international agreementsor by internationaloversight agencies.
Destruction of plutnnium takes much longer than buriai
Itis readily appaxent W. geolo~c storageof plutonium is not the near-term
pros~t it was thought to b. To even the casual obser. er the time unti emplacement in
geolo~c storage has grown over the years. Parker, a long term leader in repository storage
studies, presented & cum in Fig. 3 showing tlw growth in time to the beginning of
waste emplacement in the U.S. starting around 1970. ‘Ihe message is clear. Even the
Swedisii progmm, which is considered by many to be the most advmed in the world, will
not move to emplacement until at least 20 yearn hence. (Swedish law now mxquiresthe
consideration of alternatives to permanent storage of commercial spent fuel.) This is plenty
of time to develop and deploy new technology which is enhanced by burning W-PU and
perhaps HEU. The time scale for development and deployment of the new commercial
waste mmsmutation technology advance-dby Los Alamos and presented to the JASONS in
Januai-i- 1994 is compared in Fig. 4 with the time for completing the emplacement of waste
in a geologic repository. The claims *hatstorage is significantly faster or costs less than
destruction am spccuhtion.
Even with transmutation of W-PU and C-PU, geologic storage of the
transmuted materiai still is required in the end.
We should not forget that the purpose of geologic stmage is to provide containment
by geologic means for material which cannot be confhed by man-made (engineered)
barriers that maintain their integrity for I(M)!Iyears or less. lf by transmutation the amounts
of the long-lived actinides and fission product constituents in nuclear waste can be reduced
sufficiently that they meet existing EPA and NRC mqui.rements for nezwsurface storage
and the shorter lived material can be co.n.fhed by engineered baniers, what purpme does
geologic storage seine? The Los Alamos Transmutation Technology Project does not
7Jmcate the abandonment of geologic storage sinti technical failure of transmutation
cannot ~ ruIed OULbut it does insist that transmutation has very substantial potential to
p~-widean alternative thal eliminates concern for plutor;ium forever.
Aeceierator-driven systems might be safer but they are prohibitively
expensive.
Obviously the capital cost of the accelerator. ils operation and maintenance
the power, and on-line prmcssing r.c factors which would increase the cost of an
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acceltmttmdriven system over a reauwr. However other features of the Los Alamos
system such as the low vapor presmueiquid fuel move tlw cost in the otherdimxxhn W
liquid ftiel allows a high themd- ‘Ah
effkiency of up to pedwps 44 %, incnxsing
the power ou ut and the income thm power sales. This is enhancedstill funk by W
continucnts 2 wd.ingpossible with the lquid fuel which eliminates the ned for a refueling
abut down. Tbre is no fuel cost for the system nor any fabrkation or mfabncation COSL
of h system eliminates much of the need for expensive back-up
~
enhancd
d“
safety and control systems such as control rods.
OtheJfwtors not yet fully understoodwhich significantly inmeasethecostof
reactorsaxe&alt with dirtztly by the Los Alamm system. It addresseshe nuclearwaste
q-by destroying* long-lived compomm~ it dhesses the nuckar runawaY
With Its subd.icd.ity. and It addresses he afkrheat issw by making the fur! and the
coolant one and the same ,s0thatthe fwl may either lx drahwdaway h a loss-of+xdant
wci&mt or mom effecth.sly removed by thmmalconvection of h di!uteliquid ful without
the need to transferthe heat tim fixed solid&l to the COOISIILAn accurate asessrnent of
the cost” of the Los Alamos system cannot be done without detailed design work, but there
isgoodmscm toexpect rhatcostswill beaboutthe sameasrtxwtorsand therefore nota
signifmnt factor in the issue of deployment of tb transmutation technology. Ratlwr the
mattem of a viabls solution to the nuclear waste problem and overall safetj of n~clear
ewrgy generation ultimately will IN the d~iding factws.
IV. Summary
As a resultof a the presentnuclear weapons stoclqile reduction underway,
pressures exist to drive a rapid decision 01.disposition of excess weapons material; it rivals
concern about nuclear weapons thmnselves a decade ago. Policy is being pushed for the
removal of this material from the environment with the greatest urge:icy There really are
only two choires for dealing with W-PU once it has been placed in safe tempormy storage
and inventoried properly. ‘Thematerial must be placed deep underground “forever,” or it
must be destroyed completely by f~ion. A virtual “cottage industry” has arisen proposing
means for preparing this material for permanent stomge. Every waste storage or reactor
design program is offering a proposal which eventually will lead to Pu storage deep
underground. The urgent rush toward un&rground emplacement without due regard to
consequer ces brings to mind the time of plutonium production when storage of production
waste in tanks was deemed satisfactory sough for the momen~ future generations could
deal with the consequences. We of the tmnsmutation project at Los Alamos believe that
complete bum-up of plitoniwn can be dune safely, economically and wkh significant
swietal benefirs that only W-PU and HEU can provide. These incluck the destruction of the
long-lived species in commercial nuclear rector spent fwAand the launching of “unlimited”
energy productior~from thorium in a subcritical system without a long-term high-level
waste stream. We believe that these new technologies can be developed and deployed on a
time scale commensurate with that of any of the ~torage options. Plutonium destroyed is
gone forever; pluioniurn stored mqui.msvigilance “forever.”
This new accelerator-driven tmnsmutation technology must deal with the usual
problems of development and deployments of advanced systems. Some of the issues thal
have come up in the general environment of plutonium disposition were discussed above.
We remate them herein summary;
* PIUIcmium ~est.ruction does not requite reprocessing; no weapons plutonium is ever
produced in th+Y
Los Alamos transmutation proces

* The beneficial use that we propose for W-RI should give i[ a positive value; plutonium is
not useless, valueless nuclear mat~rial.

● Russia beiiievesW-Pr:has significant positive value in the fmseeab!e futureand
thereforeis mainly intermtedin inkxirnstorageand development of k
positive value
uses. We pomote tk destrudon of his materialby helping in tk ckvelopmentof
technologies which place a high vak on the m-.
● Whateverthe value perceived for W-PUby h
U. S., h difkmnt nuclearinfrastru~~ue
situationin Rusia compared to ihe U. S. means that Russia has valid reason for seeing the
issue differently.
● While he disposition solution may be different in Russia from that chosen for the U.S.,
political reditics require that the two nations prcxxed il. lock step toward removing W
material form rhe accessible environmerm

Development an j &ployment cf means for &wrttction of plutonium can & ~hieved on
about the same tin e scale as any We underground storage sysIcn, can be implemented.
●

● Partialburningof plutotium or any othex rneas short of compkxe destruction requires
geologic storage of some kind accompanied by vigilance “fmwer.” h. the case of
plutonium storage, “out nf sight” is not “out of mind.”
● The cost of acceleratordriven systems may b competitive with that of existing fission
reactors if all costs for the reactors such as waste disposition m! included.

h conclusion, the only options open for W-Pu tue either complete des.ruc~on
which requires no stomge, or deep rndtiground storage possibly proceeded by partial
burning. The complete destruction probably can be done so that the Pu owner raeives
very substantial payment for the bene!it to be gained from burning !6c W-PU. The owner
of tie W-PU will assuredly have to pay if tik material is to be to buried deep underground.
The owner pn%ab!y will never be rid of responsibility fcr the buried plutonium; if it is
burned comp!ctcly it is gone forever.
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1. Global plutonium inventories. On the left side of the figwe the amounts of W-PU are shown as about 100 tonnes each of Former
Soviet Unien W-PU and U. S. W-PU. Ve~ little W-PU is expected to exist elsewhere. This W-PU maybe compared on the right with the total
world inventory of plutonium of 930 tonnes originating from commercial nuclear power produck~on. Of course this amount is growi:g and the
raw of incnmsc is shown in the center of the figure to be about 50-75 tonnes annualIy.
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~gure 2. An ABC-ATW System for Destruction of Pu, Actinid=, and Fission Products in Commerefal Waste. A reactor-like subcritical
system with keff = 0.90 to O.% is driven by an accelerator which produces neutrons sufficient to drive the system at a fwion power level of 500
MW or more. The heat is converted with high thermal-to-electric efficiency to electric power of which about 20 % is used to power the
accelerator. The remainder is sold to offset the capital and operating costs of the system. The system contains molten salt as a canier of liquid
fhel so that the system can k continuously fueled and the wastes removed. The plutonium, other higher actinide, and long-lived ftion product
can be destroyed with this system. A substantial reduction in the accelerator size requirementand improvement in cost effectiveness is possible
if weapons plutonium or HEU is fissioned in the system. The “complete” bum-up of the long-lived components of the waste should allow the
waste remnantto be stmed in near-surfaceor engineered storage.
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Ftgure 3. Illustration of the time until first emplacement of spent fuel in a geologic storage facility. The time to emplacement has continuously
moved futier into the future since serious consideration began around 1970. See reference 8.
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Figure 4. Timelines for Plutonium disposition=

Time lines for plutonium disposition are compared for the three case of storage2 after

vitrification with defense waste, storage2 after orice through thermal reactors as MOX fuel, and engineered storage of remnant waste after

accelemtor-driven transmutation.

